r32	SYNTAX
The success of the negotiations depends on the Russian Minister at
Tokio being allowed to convince Japan that . . .—Times.
The compound possessive—Tokio's—is tempting, but perhaps
overbold. Insert whether after depends on, and write is for being.
So far from this being the case, the policy . . . was actually decided
upon before . . . the question . , . was raised.—Times.
Omit being the case.
We are not without tokens of an openness for this higher truth also,
of a keen though uncultivated sense for it> having existed in Burns.—
CARLYLE.
For the first of write that, omit the second o/, and omit having.
False scent.
There is no apparent evidence of an early peace being necessitated
by the pecuniary exigencies of the Russian Government.—sir howard
vincent.
For of . . . being write that . . . mil be, if peace's cannot be
endured.
The general effect of his words was to show the absurdity of the
Secretary of State for War, and our military authorities generally,
denouncing the Militia as useless or redundant.—Spectator.
For the absurdity of... denouncing write how absurd it zvasfor ...
to denounce. False scent, though less deceptive.
Apparently his mission was decided upon without that of the British
and Spanish Ministers having been taken into account, or, at all events,
without their having been sufficiently reckoned with.—Times.
Without regard (at all events without sufficient regard) to that
of...
. . . capital seeking employment in foreign protected countries, in
consequence of manufacturing business in many branches in which it
might be employed at home being rendered unprofitable by our system
of free trade.—lord goschen.
For in consequence of . . . being write because . . . has been. Bad
false scent again.
So far from the relief given to agriculture by the State paying one-half
of the rates being inequitable, it is but a bare act of justice.—Spectator.

